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Abstract—Colorization is a process of adding colors to black
and white images and videos. Each scalar pixel value is replaced
by three values which describe, depending on color mode,
e.g. the luminance and the chrominance or red-green-blue
components. By introducing colors, the resulting image benefit
greatly. Not only that it is more attractive for a viewer, but also
the perception of hardly noticeable features increases, which
is crucial e.g. in medical image analysis.

In our paper we present a novel algorithm for grayscale
image colorization. The idea is based on the concept of isolines
on geographical maps. For each color indicated by a user
with scribbles, we create distance maps which present the
measure of distance between a pixel and the colored region.
The resulting color is calculated as a weighted average of all
colors indicated by the user in a form of scribbles. The method
is computationally efficient and can be adjusted by several
parameters to obtain optimal colorization results. We present
several multimedia and biomedical images, colorized using our
approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Colorization is an automatic or interactive process of

assigning colors to the pixels of a grayscale image. It was

for the first time introduced by W. Markle as a method

of enhancing still images and video sequences [1]. With

a use of modern technologies, such a task is nowadays

usually performed by a computer system. However, full

automation is only possible if any reference (similar) image

is available. If not, then a user has to define colors of each

part of a picture. It is usually achieved by introducing color

scribbles into the grayscale image. Such a process, called

the scribbling, usually has strong impact on final colorizing

results.

In colorization process, the intensity of each pixel is

replaced by three components representing a color. De-

pending on calculation methodology, several models are

available, for example: RGB Red, Green and Blue, YCrCb,

YUV luminance and two chrominance channels, HSV

Hue, Saturation and Value [2]. For colorization purpose,

the second representation is mostly suitable, because the

the luminance channel is directly obtained from a grayscale

image. Two remaining channels are to be calculated by a

particular algorithm. Although the luminance-chrominance

representation can be easily adopted for colorization, all

models can be utilized, but they need time consuming

transformations for proper brightness preservation.

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present

a review of the interactive colorization algorithms. In Section

3 we introduce our concept and its implementation. In the

next Section we show exemplary images colorized with our

method and a brief comparison with two other methods. We

also present the segmentation ability of our framework. In

the last Section we summarize the results.

II. STATE-OF-THE-ART COLORIZATION METHODS

In general, colorization methods can be divided in two

categories: fully automatic algorithms and interactive, which

need human interaction. Methods of the first type usually try

to map brightness level on particular color or use reference

color image and compare it with a grayscale one [3]–[5].

The second type of methods needs color hints assigned by

a user. Because our method utilizes a user-defined scribbles,

we present a brief review of similar, interactive algorithms,

which can be compared with our approach.

In [6], [7] authors present a method of colorization based

on the minimization of color difference between adjacent

pixels of similar intensity. Starting with scribbles indicated

by an operator, their algorithm minimizes the difference

between the color in particular pixel and the weighted

average of colors of neighboring pixels. The minimization

formulated this way can be solved with standard opti-

mization approaches like the Least Squares method. The

presented idea can be easily extended to time domain for

video colorization and therefore it is one of the most popular

colorization technique and was exploited for video purposes

[8], as well as for biomedical image processing [9].

In [10] a method of seed pixels propagation is presented.

The color is transferred from a seed (scribbled by a user) to

its neighbors basing on local Markov property of the image.

The algorithm propagates seed colors from indicated pixel

to the neighbor by minimizing color difference of particular

pixel’s pair in RGB space.

An approach of shortest path calculations is described in

[11]. The authors make use of Dijkstra algorithm to specify

the smoothness of a digital path between two image points.
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They integrate the absolute value of luminance gradients

encountered on the shortest path from scribbled pixels to

the others and finally they calculate resulting chrominance

as a weighted average of the costs of the best paths from

each scribbled color. The algorithm is simple and effective

what was confirmed on several test images.

In [12] the authors present the utilization of morphological

distance transformation for proper colorization. They suggest

a modification of the standard distance transformation by

introducing additional cost for a transition between two

neighboring pixels which is proportional to the intensity

changes. Using such a method they were able to provide

another effective method allowing for high quality coloriza-

tion results of still images.

The distance transformations approach is used also in

[13]. In this method the authors utilize their algorithm before

applying the fuzzy clustering of the pixels. With initial

local hints introduced by a user using color scribbles, they

obtain the initial clusters’ centers and calculate the fuzzy

membership based on the estimation of Euclidean distance

provided by the transformations.

In [14] the authors use the method of watershed segmen-

tation [15] so that pixels are divided into unique segments.

After the segmentation, they perform a merge operation by

flooding a large number of regions, till their number reaches

the number of color markers initially introduced by a user

on the grayscale image.

In [16]–[18] the concept of texture-dependent colorization

is presented. Unlike other methods, which are based mostly

on luminance of grayscale image, the authors analyze the

texture features and perform the scribble-based colorization

adaptively. They utilize two types of distance metrics. The

first - suitable for smooth regions and the second, which

prefers highly textured parts of the image. The type of a

metric is selected depending on scribbled part of the image.

III. ISOLINES-BASED COLORIZATION

Our method of colorization utilizes the concept of isolines

on the geographical maps, (see Fig. 1). Like in the isolines

one indicates the locations with e.g. the same height; in our

solution the measure of deviation from a scribble is showed.

For a given pixel, (so-called seed pixel, the one within a

scribble), we create a distance map based on the intensity

difference between the pixels and the seed. The distance

for each pixel represents the maximum intensity deviation

encountered on the shortest path starting from the seed pixel

and ending in current point

D(pi, pj) = min
Φ

{max |pk − pi| , k ∈ Φ}, (1)

where pi and pj are pixel intensities, Φ is a set of adjacent

pixels forming a path between pixels at positions i and j.

An example of distance calculations for a simple one-

dimensional path is shown in Fig. 2. In this example only

Figure 1: The visualization of isolines within a grayscale image

one path from seed pixel is possible. However, for an image

one can point several possible paths between two pixels. In

our method the distance is minimal which means we choose

only the shortest path in terms of the brightness difference.

In our version of the algorithm we allow only steps between

adjacent pixels. Exemplary two-dimensional minimal path

calculations are presented in Fig. 3.

Figure 2: Distance calculations. The first pixel is selected as a seed (shaded).

Figure 3: Two-dimensional case of isoline calculation. Blue arrows - best

path between the seed (yellow) and a pixel (green). Calculated isoline

distance is indicated by red values.

For grayscale images with only one seed pixel, the min-

imization of the paths and calculation of our distance map

could be performed with e.g. Dijkstra algorithm. However,

such a method would require much computational time, as

there are many seed pixels due the structure of the scribbles.

Thus we propose a novel efficient algorithm for creating

such distance maps utilizing the propagation of intensity

difference and the seed brightness encountered on the path.

The algorithm scans an image twice: 1) from left to right,

up to bottom, and 2) from right to left, bottom to top. In
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each scan in a single step we analyze the seed intensity

and the distance value of adjacent pixels (depending on the

scan). We compute the intensity difference between current

pixel and the seed intensity from neighboring pixels and

finally, depending on its value, we assign minimum possible

distance and propagate corresponding seed brightness. Thus

we operate on three matrices: the gray-scale image intensity

matrix, the distance matrix and the seed intensity matrix.

According to the assumptions of our method, the distance

value for a given pixel cannot be lower than the distance

from preceding pixel because the intensity difference on the

path can only rise. The resulting distance maps for several

scribbles within the image are presented in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Distance maps calculated for exemplary scribbles.

To obtain the resulting color of a pixel we calculate the

weighted average of each color from the seeds. The weights

are the values from corresponding distance maps. We make

use of exponential weighting function. By operating on

YCrCb color representation we take the Y component from

the grayscale image. The chrominance is the following

weighted sum:

C =

∑N

i=1
Ci exp{−Di

σi

}
∑N

i=1
Ci

, (2)

where C is the chrominance of a given pixel, Ci is the

chrominance of i-th color, Di is the calculated distance from

i-th color, σi is the parameter responsible for the level of

color blending.

During the very first experiments we observed, that in

some images the colors propagate far away from the corre-

sponding scribbles and the resulting colorized image seem to

be blurred (see Fig. 5). It was due to the fact, that no step cost

was introduced and, especially for seed pixels of intensity

in the middle of a grayscale range, there is a tendency to

influence the color composition at a long distance from the

seed. Thus we decided to add an extra parameter δ - limiting

the possibility of such situations. The δ is a simple cost

function adding the penalty for each transition on a digital

path between the pixels and the Eq. (1) is modified:

D(pi, pj) = min
Φ

{max |pk − pi|+ δ · n, k ∈ Φ}, (3)

where n is a length of digital path Φ. In this way we obtained

visually far better results. The effect of applying additional

cost is visible in Fig. 5.

(a) Grayscale image with

scribbles

(b) Colorization without path

length penalty

(c) Colorization with path length

penalty

Figure 5: Results of colorization after introducing a path length penalty.

On the next page we present a pseudocode of our algo-

rithm.

IV. EXEMPLARY RESULTS

The results of our method are presented in Fig. 6. We used

three sample images as a benchmark test for our algorithm.

As can be seen, it is extremely hard to distinguish between

the original color version and the colorized one.

We compared the results of our colorization with the

outcomes of other algorithms presented in [11] and [12].

With the same scribbles configuration (presented in left

column of Fig. 6) we obtain very similar results. However,

after applying a zoom it is easily visible, that white color

seems to spill from the eyes in the images obtained by two

algorithms taken for comparison. It could be a result of a

specific scribble configuration or parameter selection, but it,

for sure, confirms that our algorithm can be a competitive

solution.

As it was mentioned at the beginning of this paper, the

colorization algorithm can be used as a segmentation method

for biomedical images. Due to the collaboration within

ongoing grant on Automated Assessment of Joint Synovitis

Activity from Medical Ultrasound and Power Doppler Ex-

aminations using Image Processing and Machine Learning
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Definitions:

X,Y - width and height of image

I(xi, yi) - brightness of a pixel at (xi, yi)
Ω = (x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xi, yi) - set of all pixels’

positions within scribbles

δ - step cost penalty

Initialization:

if (xi, yi)ǫΩ then

DistMap(xi, yi) = 0;

SeedMap(xi, yi) = 0;

else

DistMap(xi, yi) = ∞;

SeedMap(xi, yi) = ∞;

end

First scan (left to right, top to bottom):

for I = 2 : Y − 1 do

for j = 2 : X − 1 do

FilterPos = {(i− 1, j), (i, j − 1)};

NewDistMap =
δ +min{DistMap(FilterPos) +
(SeedMap(FilterPos) >
I(i, j)) · (SeedMap(FilterPos)− I(i, j))};

NewSeedMap = SeedMap(FilterPos′)
where FilterPos′ is the best position from

above minimization;

if NewDistMap < DistMap(i, j) then

DistMap(i, j) = NewDistMap;

SeedMap(i, j) = NewSeedMap;

end

end

end

Second scan (right to left, bottom to top)):

for I = Y − 1 : 2 do

for j = X − 1 : 2 do

FilterPos = {(i+ 1, j), (i, j + 1)};

NewDistMap =
δ +min{DistMap(FilterPos) +
(SeedMap(FilterPos) >
I(i, j)) · (SeedMap(FilterPos)− I(i, j))};

NewSeedMap = SeedMap(FilterPos′)
where FilterPos′ is the best position from

above minimization;

if NewDistMap < DistMap(i, j) then

DistMap(i, j) = NewDistMap;

SeedMap(i, j) = NewSeedMap;

end

end

end

Algorithm 1: The pseudo code for isoline algorithm.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Comparison of colorized and original images. (a) - a grayscale

image with the scribbles, (b) - the result of colorization using our algorithm,

(c) - original color image

Methods MEDUSA carried by the Polish-Norwegian Re-

search Programme, we used an exemplar USG image with

visible joint synovitis.

The contour of the image part, representing the affected

tissue, was introduced by an experienced physician and is

visible in Fig. 8(a). With a single or double seed points

within this area and the white scribble outside the region

of interest (see Fig. 8(b)), we were able to provide very
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Comparison of colorized images: (a) - isoline algorithm, (b) -

chrominance blending algorithm [11], (c) - modified distance transformation

algorithm [12].

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: USG synovitis image with a disease region indicated (a), and

scribbles configuration (b).

interesting results using our algorithm. In Fig. 9 we show a

range of possible results for varying step cost δ.

The synovitis region is hardly visible and only experi-

enced doctors dealing with this kind of disease can indicate

the affected parts precisely. We show that our algorithm,

with properly chosen value of δ marks the region of interest

with good accuracy. This kind of utilization of the method

presented in this paper will be extensively investigated in

the nearest future.

V. SUMMARY

In the the paper we present a novel method of grayscale

image colorization. We utilize an interactive algorithm where

user indicates color scribbles within an image. We utilized

the isoline concept of geographical maps where similar

points are given the value corresponding to the same prop-

erty like height. In our proposition we assign the pixels the

δ = 0.1 δ = 0.2

δ = 0.3 δ = 0.4

δ = 0.5 δ = 0.6

Figure 9: Results of USG image colorization for several step cost values δ.

value representing the maximum deviation of intensity on a

path from a scribble to given pixel.

We implemented a double scan algorithm and seed trans-

ferring concept for proper distance calculation. The algo-

rithm is very fast and not complicated. We hope, the pseudo-

code presented in the article, will help with implementation

of our method.

The results of colorization of multimedia images prove

the accuracy of the presented idea. The colorized images

are indistinguishable from their original color versions. We

also used the proposed algorithm for exemplary USG image,

where it produced very encouraging result in term of proper

joint synovitis segmentation. The investigation of possibility

of applying our method for such a purpose is the key element

in our future research.
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